Using molecular dynamics simulation, we find that the velocity distributions of monomers in the system of non-equilibrium polymer chains and Lennard-Jones molecules in a wide range of simulation time can be well described by Tsallis q-statistics and a single scaling function; the value of q is related to the conformation constraining potential, the interactions with background fluid, or the destruction of chain homogeneity. This approach can be applied to other non-equilibrium systems.
Introduction
Scientific research can be considered as a process of data reduction, in the sense that one looks for new ideas and principles so that a variety of phenomena can be understood from some simple universal mechanism, or data from different systems or situations can be represented by one or a few functions with a small number of parameters. 1) For example, it has been found that critical behaviors of Isingtype spin models 2) and lattice hard-core particle models 3) can be understood from percolation transitions of properly defined clusters of the systems as in the case of random percolation models, 4) that many percolation models 1, 5) or the Ising model 6) on different lattices have universal finite-size scaling functions, 7) and that transitions to synchronous chaos of the coupled-map lattice model 8) with both local and global couplings have good universal and scaling behaviors. 9) Using Molecular dynamic (MD) simulation, in the present paper we will show that the velocity distributions of monomers in systems of nonequilibrium polymer chains and Lennard-Jones molecules in a wide range of simulation time can be well described by Tsallis q-statistics 10, 11) and a single scaling function. Our results suggest that complex nonequilibrium systems can still have simple scaling behavior, and inspire further studies in many interesting problems.
The complex spatial and temporal behaviors of nonequilibrium systems have attracted much attention in recent decades. It is of interest to know whether one can extend some ideas of equilibrium statistical mechanics to describe nonequilibrium systems. Recently, Tsallis proposed a generalized statistics, called q-statistics, that has been used to describe many complex systems. 10, 11) Beck and Cohen suggested that such statistics may be interpreted as a universal description of systems characterized by a lack of uniformity in their intensive macroscopic parameters (e.g., the temperature). 12) While the formulations for such qstatistics are formal and potentially provide a concrete microscopic basis, 13, 14) velocity distributions in various systems seem readily to provide a connection between microscopic theoretical calculations and macroscopic experimental verifications. [15] [16] [17] Since the systems described well by q-statistics often have spatial and temporal complexities, such a verification would require on the theoretical side some detailed information for the nonequilibrium situation.
Here we address such issues in molecular dynamics simulations of model systems composed of polymer chains and Lennard-Jones molecules; we find that q-statistics can describe very well the velocity distributions of monomers for nonequilibrium situations in a wide range of simulation time.
Molecular fluctuations in polymers arising from the internal degrees of freedom, mingled with the interactions with environmental particles may affect the thermal and dynamical properties at macroscopic scales. 18, 19) Theoretically, the chain connectivity allows the spatial configuration of a single chain with n monomers, at each instantaneous step, being realized as a constrained random walk, over the chain sequence index i, in three dimensional space. The randomness of such walks explains many material-independent properties in dilute polymer systems, 20, 21) and such randomness in local configurations could render the system to form equilibrium-like meta-stable states. Indeed, one key finding in our simulations is that the steady velocity distributions can be tracked in certain nonequilibrium situations for model polymers mixed in fluids, where the binding between neighboring monomers is realized as strictly rigid. The result may suggest the use of connectivity as a basis for further analysis of dynamics in polymer systems.
The Model
In our model, polymer molecules are chains of rigidly connected monomers, interacting via Lennard-Jones potentials between non-bonded monomer pairs and bending and torsion potentials among consecutive sites along the chains. The polymers are modified from the united atom model 22) where the bond length and the interaction potentials describe polyethylene. The Lennard-Jones potential between nonbonded monomer pairs at sites i and j with the distance r ij is
where and are used as units for length and energy strength, respectively. For bonded pairs, the bond length is set to
and l ¼ i þ 3 along a polymer chain, the unit bond vector b i defines the direction for two consecutive sites indexed by i and j ¼ i þ 1 along the chain and the unit local helicity vector is defined by
The bending angle and the torsion angles are determined by
respectively. 180 À ijk and ijkl are, respectively, the valence angle and torsional angle considered in ref. 23 . We set the bending potential
and the torsional potential We can express the length F and strength F of the Lennard-Jones interactions between fluid molecules in units of and , respectively. All fluid molecules and monomers are assumed to have the same mass m. The composite quantity ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi m 2 = p is used as the time unit. The purely repulsive interaction potential between a monomer and a fluid molecule takes the À12 power term only. Heterogeneous conditions can be introduced into the system by selecting a small portion of monomer sites, imposing different inter-site interactions. By mixing the polymers with spherical Lennard-Jones fluid molecules, the heterogeneous properties can be realized via the varieties of interactions between fluid and polymers. We let the interaction potentials of fluid particles with the ordinary polymer sites be purely repulsive and with the small portions of specially selected sites (''linker sites'') on polymers be the same as fluid-fluid potentials. Such a set-up mimics heterogeneities in the hydrophobic-hydrophilic effects in systems of biopolymers and helps to stabilize the system. The shape and the strengths of all those interaction potentials are tunable as the means to alter the physical properties of the simulated system.
In the MD simulations, it is well known that the dynamic properties are related to the detailed numerical implements in solving the equations of motion. 24) In our simplified model, we particularly emphasize the well-tracked formulation of the discretized equations of motion that are treated as iterative dynamic systems. This aspect is appropriate in searching for microscopic origins of q-statistics. 13, 14) We numerically solve the equations of motions in Lagrangian formulations, using a velocity Verlet algorithm with the bonding between neighboring monomers realized via the RATTLE scheme 25) to incorporate the holonomic constraints for fixed bond lengths.
Simulation Procedure and Results
We choose K b ¼ K t ¼ 0:1, which are one tenth of those for polyethylene, so that the simulations can cover a longer range of time scales. To start, we fill N P ¼ 40 polymer chains (each chain has n ¼ 100 monomers) and N F =4 ¼ 1500 fluid molecules in a large enough cube of volume V ¼ L 3 with periodic boundary conditions so that polymer chains can take some arbitrary random initial configurations. We choose 0 to be
in all chains. We select F ¼ =4 and let a small N L (¼ 199) of randomly selected monomers among the chains interact differently from the majority of the monomers to mimic the hydrophilic-like contacts with fluid particles. We control the pressure and the kinetic energy 26) to adjust the volume V until it reaches some value V % ð32:5Þ
3 . Then we replace each fluid molecule with four closely packed molecules of zero kinetic energy and allow the new system (of N P polymers and N F fluid molecules) to relax and finally reach a volume
In molecular dynamic simulations, the external conditions can be controlled dynamically by introducing one or few variables, which can effectively provide statistical ensembles such as NVE, NVT, and NPT for equilibrium systems; here N, V, E, T, and P represent number of particles, volume, energy, temperature, and pressure, respectively. 26) The NPT processes designed for equilibrium simulations have been used in the preparation stage, where we control externally the pressure (P) and the temperature (T) to drive the system to the target density. The process also fine-tunes the conformations of the polymer chains which helps the effective performance of the RATTLE algorithm in the subsequent NVE simulation.
We then start the production simulations with the integration time step ðtÞ 1 5:0 Â 10 À6 and focus on the NVE relaxation processes with constant volume V and total energy E without any external controlling. To speed up the simulation process, we increase the integration time step t from ðtÞ 1 5:0 Â 10 À6 by five times to ðtÞ 2 2:5 Â 10 À5 at time t ¼ 13:4. The production simulations from t ¼ 0 continue for about 180 (at the final few the integration time step is reduced, see below) and the results are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 . , where f ¼ N P ð2n þ 1Þ is total number of degrees of freedom for polymer chains when ðn À 1Þ holonomic constraints for each polymer chain have been taken into account.
In the first stage R 1 , the local conformation relaxes with decreasing correlations in bond-pairs [ Fig. 1(d) ] and local helicity pairs [ Fig. 1(e) ]. We use inner product b i Á b iþk and u i Á u iþk for indices i and i þ k along a chain to define the correlations of index distance k. The increase of the integration time step at t ¼ 13:4 would certainly affect the route of time evolution at a microscopic level. Our focus here is on whether the value of q changes. The subsequent relaxation stage R 2 continues before the system becomes quasi-static with T Ã P % T Ã F . The system is found subject to intermediate transients before and after reaching a quasi-static stage; there are three quasi-static stages, S 1 , S 2 , and S 3 , following the transient stages G 1 , G 2 , and G 3 , respectively. Entering the static stage S 3 , we reduce the integration time step by a factor of fifty to ðtÞ 3 5:0 Â 10 À7 , to understand its effect on q. From simulation data, we estimated the diffusion constant for monomers as D % 3:3 2 =.
The time spans of S 1 and S 2 are large enough for a monomer to cross a distance ranging from L=2 to L. 
whereṽ v ¼ 1=2 v and the right-hand-side (RHS) of eq. (5) is free of , i.e., a family of distributions with different but the same q can collapse into one master curve.
Figure 2(b) shows that the velocity distributions in Fig. 2(a) collapse into a single curve, after being scaled by using eq. (5). The parameter À1 increases linearly with the instantaneous temperature of monomers T Ã P . The result in Fig. 2(b) suggests that eq. (3) should not be considered merely as a class of fitting functions, it relates the microscopic states over a wide time span as a single nonequilibrium state characterized by the family of distributions of the same q. As for the physical origin of the GMBD, it is useful to consider the ideas of Beck and Cohen. 12) Note that each distribution in Fig. 2 is over the monomers in the system for one single step. If it is also a probability distribution for an individual monomer, then the x-component of the velocity of particle i satisfies
Using ðe x q Þ 0 ¼ e x q =½1 þ ð1 À qÞx and integration by parts, we can derive that the mean kinetic energy of a monomer is
where K is the total kinetic energy of the polymers. Equation (6) states a modified version of the equipartition theorem; it becomes the conventional equipartition theorem only when q ¼ 1. The conditions for the validity of eq. (6), especially the role of heterogeneity, 27) deserve further analysis.
To reveal the determining factors leading to q > 1, we carried out simulations manipulating the effect of linker sites or the conformation conditions. Figures 1 and 2 show that the single-step velocity distributions for monomers for different stages in the process are described by GMBD with virtually the same value of q. Reducing the integration time step t in S 3 in Fig. 1 does not change q. Such an observation is confirmed in Fig. 3 , where we include all fitted q collected over the simulations to calculate the (normalized) distribution function PðqÞ. To examine the role played by microscopic non-uniformity, we consider systems with different conditions in fluid-affiliated linker sites or in the conformation constraining (bending and torsion) potentials. We refer to the system described by Figs. 1 and 2 as Case 1. A system in Case 2 has the same interaction and conformation parameters as those of Case 1, except the linker sites are replaced by ordinary monomer sites (homopolymer) and the fluid molecules are removed. For these two systems, a change in the bending angle parameter 0 in eq. (1) from
defines Case 3 and Case 4, respectively. The simulations of the heterogeneous polymer in Case 3 and the two homopolymer systems in Cases 2 and 4 are carried out by starting from the beginning configurations in Fig. 1 and the systems are allowed to relax under NVE conditions. Applying the similar analysis used in Figs. 1 and 2 , we collect the data for the distribution PðqÞ for various stages in Cases 3 (Fig. 3) . The distributions for Cases 1 and 3 in Fig. 3 confirm that the same q values are shared by different stages within the same Case. There are, however, obvious differences in the distributions among the comparisons between Case 1 and Case 3. That is, the change in microscopic conformation potentials does affect the value of q. In removing the fluid and the effect of linkers (Case 2 and Case 4), the data suggest a shift toward smaller q. Though such changes are not as large as those caused by the conformation parameter 0 .
Our model treats the conformation constraining potentials as the only buffers for the internal motion of polymer chains and, with strict rigid monomer-monomer bonding for polymers, overlooks the varieties in the dynamic modes that may emerge in soft bonding over a range of kinetic energy (5 T Ã P 250 in Case 1). Under such approximation, we have used the smaller (1/10) strengths of the conformation potentials for realistic polymers. Though the information is accurate at coarse-grained levels, the model does provides a concrete example to show that the conformation constraining potentials can result in the anomalies in velocity distributions. It may lead to some insight into the origin of q-statistics. 10, 11, 14) Our present and other preliminary studies with various K b and K t suggest that the generalized Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution reflects the local dynamics of non equilibrium situations related to the gel or glassy states caused by the conformation constraining potentials. The latter leads to the existence of many metastable states that causes the low relaxation, as in the case of the lattice spin glass at low temperatures. 28) We have found that, for homopolymers with K b ¼ K t 6 ¼ 0, q can still be different from unity for chains as short as n ¼ 5. The velocity distributions do return to the ordinary MaxwellBoltzmann for n ¼ 2. The results are consistent with our conjecture that the conformation constraining potentials are responsible for the deviation of q from unity.
Discussion
In summary, we have showed that q-statistics can describe velocity distributions of monomers in a non-equilibrium mixture of polymer chains and Lennard-Jones molecules in a wide range of simulation time. Since the switchings among different non-equilibrium stages do not change the value of q, it is worthwhile finding out the relationship between the q-statistics parameters and the content of polymer internal degrees of freedom. Also, a more detailed analysis of the microscopic motion excited over those dynamical transients may provide information about the particular modes of molecular fluctuations, that may be useful in the study of other non-equilibrium systems, such as polymer solutions flowing in nanochannels. 18, 19) In the present paper, neighboring monomers along a polymer chain are connected by rigid bonds. Similar rigidbond models have been used to represent peptide or protein sequences [29] [30] [31] and some reasonably good agreement between the calculated structures of proteins, e.g., HP-36, 30) and those determined in experiments have been obtained from such rigid-bond models. It is of interest to know whether some relaxation and scaling behavior of polymer chains obtained in the present paper can be found in the mixture of biopolymer chains and solvent molecules.
Since neighboring monomers along a polymer chain are connected by rigid bonds, in the present paper, we have used the RATTLE scheme 25) to include the holonomic constraints for fixed bond lengths. To check whether the q-statistics obtained with q > 1 are an artifact due to the RATTLE scheme 25) or rigid-bond constraints between neighboring monomers, we use ordinary MD simulations to study the relaxation process in a system of polymer chains and Lennard-Jones molecules, in which each polymer chain consists of monomers connected by springs of strength k spring . The instantaneous temperatures of the monomers in polymer chains, T Ã P , and the fluid, T Ã F , are initially different, but they vary in time and their ratios À Ã ¼ T Ã P =T Ã F approach a constant during the relaxation process. The velocity distributions of monomers in the relaxation process follow qstatistics 10) with q ! 1. We find that the value of q and the limiting ratio of À Ã depend on k spring ; in the strong strength limit, they approach those for the system, in which each polymer chain consists of monomers connected by rigid bonds; in the weak strength limit, À Ã and q approach 1, corresponding to MB distribution for velocities of monomers. Such results indicate that there is a continuous increase of q as the strength of springs (between monomers) is increased from the smaller to the larger values, and the result q > 1 in the present paper is not an artifact of the RATTLE scheme 25) or the rigid-bond constraints.
32)
The aggregation of proteins in human brains can result in neurodegenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer's disease, [33] [34] [35] [36] Huntington's disease, 37) Parkinson's disease, 38) etc. Therefore, it is of interest to know relaxation and aggregation behaviors of polymer chains in non-equilibrium situations. The simulation of protein chains with all-atom models of proteins is very time consuming. Therefore, it is better to understand the protein aggregation problem from the simulation of simple polymer chains. We take a system at the end of the simulation of Fig. 1 (t ¼ 180) with q % 1:18 as the initial system and reduce K b and K t in eqs. (1) and (2), respectively, to 1:0 Â 10 À4 . With quenching and heating alternatively, each for about 50, we let the system be free from possible residual local structures favored by the original angle potentials. We then let the system be ready to relax. We also consider the case of pure polymers with zero angle potentials (K b ¼ K t ¼ 0) in the absence of fluid. We find that, in both cases, the turning-down of angle potentials makes the system undergo a slow quenching process, and the polymer chains tend to aggregate. It has been proposed that Alzheimer disease is due to aggregation of proteins A 40 and A 42 [34] [35] [36] consisting of 40 and 42 residues, respectively. It has been found that A 40 and A 42 form -sheets. 35, 36) We may argue that such -sheets have small or zero effective bending-angle and torsion-angle dependent potentials, and thus they can aggregate as the polymer chains studied by us. Similar arguments might be applied to other proteins which can aggregate. The details of such results will be presented in another paper.
